TITAN PC

TITAN PC is a flat, self-compensating dripper
developed with state-of-the-art technology and
welded with a high-precision laser system. It
consists of three parts; the Body with the
labyrinth, the Silicone Membrane and the Filter
anti-clogging.
It is ideal for a wide range of thicknesses (12-48 mil)
and constant or alternating emitter spacing.
Attaches to any type of hose above 13.5mm.
Excellent Coefficient of Variation (CV), Class A.
Thanks to the ultra-flat design of TITAN PC,
frictional water losses are reduced.

Exclusive protection filter

Advantages
Precision
Easy to use
Reliability

High uniformity thanks to the advanced design and manufacturing process.
White line to identify the top of the output emitters.
They are manufactured with top quality materials that provide them with high resistance
to UV rays, chemicals and tears during handling.

Grupo Chamartin S.A ( CHAMSA), a leader irrigation manufacturer,
recognized worldwide.
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TITAN PC

TITAN PC is a last generation drip line, mainly equipped with three systems that guarantee its long-term functionality
with unevenness and sub-irrigation:
1)System "D" (Draining); ensures a constant flow with variable working pressure (0.55-3.50 bar), which depends on
the thickness of the pipe. At the end of the watering, it drains quickly.
2)System "AS" (Anti-Suction); ideal for underground installation. Minimizes the suction effect, preventing
the entry of impurities from the outside. The nominal flow rate inside the pipe starts at 0.5 bar pressure. The dripper
closes if the pressure in the pipe is negative, avoiding obstructions.
3)System "ND" (No Draining); The irrigation pipe remains full of water when the irrigation process is stopped, ensuring
uniform and immediate irrigation in all drip lines, eliminating the effect of repetitive drainage and filling.

+General design characteristics
• Irrigation water must be analyzed to determine its quality,
type and particle size to properly design the filtration
system.
• The precise elements will be available to control and
measure the operating pressure of the system! Reducing
valves, pressure reducers, pressure gauges ...]
• In buried installations it is very important to have suction
cups to eliminate the entry of particles when the irrigation is
finished.
• The main, secondary and tertiary pipes will be cleaned, as
well as the side pipes. The system will be designed to
facilitate this task by arranging the necessary mechanisms
and accessories in the pipes.

+Advantages of PC Self- Compensating Flat
Dripper Design:
- Fits a wide spectrum of hose thicknesses (12-48 mil).
- Of little stature, which makes the resistance to the
Caudal
passage
[L/h] of water is minimal, allowing to cover greater
lengths.
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- The external labyrinth allows greater flexibility when
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defining the flow based on the nominal value,
depending on the materials and production
parameters.
- Highly resistant to clogging.

+Requirements for its use
• The coils will be protected from moisture and sunlight. They will be
kept under cover until they are used.
• Do not put too much tension on the tape during installation. Avoid
rubbing with sharp or abrasive parts.
• The tape will be installed with the water outlet facing up.
• Care must be taken to fill the trench to avoid crushing or other
damage to the connecting pipes.
• Installation cleaning operations will be carried out during and after
the irrigation campaign.
• Depending on the quality of the water, chemical treatments will be
necessary to guarantee the correct functioning of the belt.
• For the choice of filtering system! Sand, mesh discs, ...] technical
advice is advised.
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